[On the quality of the external post-mortem examination in cases of fatal head trauma : A comparison of death certificate and forensic autopsy].
In Germany it is required by law that basically every type of physician needs to be capable of executing a correct external post-mortem examination of a corpse. In recent years, numerous investigations on external post-mortem examinations repeatedly reported systematic mistakes and erroneous procedures in various clinical and medicolegal case groups. Accordingly, the completion of death certificates is frequently performed incorrectly. As one of the typical unnatural death cases, decedents dying from fatal head trauma (FHT) represent a special autopsy case group, which is expected to be correctly recognized during the primary external post-mortem examination because the external injuries are mostly obvious. The present study aimed at investigating the quality of the external post-mortem examination in medicolegal FHT cases by means of comparison of death certificates and autopsy reports from a 10-year period. In a retrospective study design all autopsy cases from the Institute of Legal Medicine of the University Hospital Münster in the years 2006-2015 (n = 3611) were analyzed as to the presence of FHT. A total of 328 cases with FHT and the concomitant presence of a death certificate filled out before the autopsy were identified. Subsequently, the cause of death according to the death certificate was compared with the cause of death according to the autopsy. The degree of agreement was classified into six different categories from I to VI. While category I represented a complete lack of agreement, category VI was assigned to cases with full agreement. In 58.5% of the cases (category VI) FHT was identified correctly during the external post-mortem examination. In 1.5% of the cases, a completely different cause of death was determined during the external post-mortem examination (category I). In 19.2% of the cases, no cause of death or the statement "unclear" was given as the cause of death in the death certificate (categories II and III). Cross-analyses and intuitive heatmap visualization were generated to identify case constellations with an increased risk for discrepancies. These analyses revealed that among all discrepant cases (categories I-V), falls were found significantly more often than in the nondiscrepant cases (p < 0.01), especially falls of women older than 57 years (median age of women) or falls considered as accidents by the examiner. In addition, traffic-associated FHT of men older than 44.5 years (median age of men) was identified more frequently in the external post-mortem examination. Despite the fact that FHT should be a cause of death that is comparably easy to identify during external post-mortem examination, more than one third of the cases were not sufficiently recognized. Therefore, special attention must still be paid to certain case constellations during the external post-mortem examination. Typical examples of such cases are burned bodies, cases of advanced putrefaction and falls.